Generation of humanized anti-DNA hydrolyzing catalytic antibodies by complementarity determining region grafting.
Humanization of nonhuman antibodies (Abs) has been carried out mainly for Abs which bind to antigen without catalytic activity. Here we report humanization of mouse-originated 3D8 (m3D8) mAbs (scFv, VH, and VL) with DNA hydrolyzing catalytic activity by grafting the complementarity determining regions (CDRs) into the corresponding regions of a fixed human framework scaffold, generating humanized 3D8 (h3D8) Abs in the respective format of scFv, VH, and VL. h3D8 Abs retained comparable DNA binding and hydrolyzing activities to those of the corresponding m3D8 Abs. Our results suggest that CDRs of anti-DNA hydrolyzing Abs might possess the intrinsic properties of DNA binding and hydrolyzing activities.